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 TMM owns a shopping center (TMM owns a shopping center (““LibertyLiberty
SquareSquare””) in Texarkana, Texas, which was) in Texarkana, Texas, which was
insured by OCIC under a policy that was ininsured by OCIC under a policy that was in
force from June 1, 2005 to June 1, 2006.force from June 1, 2005 to June 1, 2006.
According to TMM, the roof of the LibertyAccording to TMM, the roof of the Liberty
Square property was severely damagedSquare property was severely damaged
when a hailstorm passed through the areawhen a hailstorm passed through the area
on or around June 6, 2005. TMM notifiedon or around June 6, 2005. TMM notified
OCIC of the damage around March 30, 2007.OCIC of the damage around March 30, 2007.
TMM conducted an assessment of theTMM conducted an assessment of the
damage and estimated it to be betweendamage and estimated it to be between
$654,796 and $955,910.$654,796 and $955,910. OCICOCIC’’ss engineers,engineers,
on the other hand, estimated the damage toon the other hand, estimated the damage to
be only around $17,949. OCIC made TMM abe only around $17,949. OCIC made TMM a
payment offer on the basis of that estimate.payment offer on the basis of that estimate.
TMM filed a sworn proof of loss forTMM filed a sworn proof of loss for
$679,725.68 on April 9, 2008.$679,725.68 on April 9, 2008.



 ““If we and you disagree on the amount ofIf we and you disagree on the amount of
loss, either may make written demand forloss, either may make written demand for
an appraisal of the loss. In this event, eachan appraisal of the loss. In this event, each
party will select a competent and impartialparty will select a competent and impartial
appraiser and notify the other of theappraiser and notify the other of the
appraiser selected within 20 days of suchappraiser selected within 20 days of such
demand. The two appraisers will select andemand. The two appraisers will select an
umpire. If they cannot agree within 15 daysumpire. If they cannot agree within 15 days
upon such umpire, either may request thatupon such umpire, either may request that
selection be made by a judge of a courtselection be made by a judge of a court
having jurisdiction. Each appraiser will statehaving jurisdiction. Each appraiser will state
separately the amount of loss. If they fail toseparately the amount of loss. If they fail to
agree, they will submit their differences toagree, they will submit their differences to
the umpire. A decision agreed to by any twothe umpire. A decision agreed to by any two
will be binding as to the amount of loss.will be binding as to the amount of loss.””



 The appraisal process initially encountered aThe appraisal process initially encountered a
number of delays, but ultimately TMM andnumber of delays, but ultimately TMM and
OCIC appointed Clifford Crites and MitchellOCIC appointed Clifford Crites and Mitchell
Butler as their respective appraisers. CritesButler as their respective appraisers. Crites
and Butler designated Gary Boyd to serve asand Butler designated Gary Boyd to serve as
umpire. In March 2009, Crites, Butler, andumpire. In March 2009, Crites, Butler, and
Boyd began their appraisals. On April 13,Boyd began their appraisals. On April 13,
Butler sent Boyd and Crites an eButler sent Boyd and Crites an e--mail thatmail that
read:read:



Gentlemen,Gentlemen,

While I appreciate and do not question the directions,While I appreciate and do not question the directions,
warnings and procedures quoted below from thewarnings and procedures quoted below from the
various expert agencies, the insurance issue remainsvarious expert agencies, the insurance issue remains
what waswhat was damage[ddamage[d] by the storm/hail and what is the] by the storm/hail and what is the
reason the moisture levels are what they are. It is myreason the moisture levels are what they are. It is my
position that from the roofing stand point the oldposition that from the roofing stand point the old
aluminum coating was scuffed and displaced by thealuminum coating was scuffed and displaced by the
storm. The membrane was not damaged. The waterstorm. The membrane was not damaged. The water
infiltration was not as a result of the storm and theinfiltration was not as a result of the storm and the
subsequent interior water damage resulting from thatsubsequent interior water damage resulting from that
infiltration is not covered under the policy. It is myinfiltration is not covered under the policy. It is my
understanding that the policy would only cover interiorunderstanding that the policy would only cover interior
damage if there was not adamage if there was not a covere[dcovere[d] peril related] peril related
opening(sopening(s) in the roof. I feel confident in my position on) in the roof. I feel confident in my position on
this matter but ask my client for confirmation andthis matter but ask my client for confirmation and
advi[c]eadvi[c]e. Once I have the confirmation I will issue an. Once I have the confirmation I will issue an
estimate thatestimate that cover[scover[s] all] all item[sitem[s] I attribute to the] I attribute to the
storm and my recommended quantification of expense.storm and my recommended quantification of expense.



 On July 15, citing concerns over theOn July 15, citing concerns over the
way the appraisal was beingway the appraisal was being
conducted, Crites resigned.conducted, Crites resigned.



 On July 29, 2009, Boyd issued an appraisal award,On July 29, 2009, Boyd issued an appraisal award,
which Butler also signed, listing thewhich Butler also signed, listing the ““Replacement CostReplacement Cost””
of the damage to Liberty Square as $73,014.83, and theof the damage to Liberty Square as $73,014.83, and the
““Actual Cash ValueActual Cash Value”” of the loss as $49,632.63. Theof the loss as $49,632.63. The
award contained line items foraward contained line items for ““Clean and coat modifiedClean and coat modified
[illegible] roof 188[illegible] roof 188 sqssqs,,”” ““Repair & coat EFIS,Repair & coat EFIS,”” andand
““Replace and paint aluminum shingles,Replace and paint aluminum shingles,”” but apparentlybut apparently
the final figure was not inclusive of any estimate forthe final figure was not inclusive of any estimate for
damage to the roof membrane or to the skylights. Boyd,damage to the roof membrane or to the skylights. Boyd,
in drawing up the award, also chose to exclude damagein drawing up the award, also chose to exclude damage
to Liberty Squareto Liberty Square’’s heating, ventilation, and airs heating, ventilation, and air--
conditioning (HVAC) system because he did not believeconditioning (HVAC) system because he did not believe
the damage affected the unitthe damage affected the unit’’s operation, even thoughs operation, even though
Crites and Butler had both stated in their own appraisalCrites and Butler had both stated in their own appraisal
awards that the HVAC system had sustained $2,794.80awards that the HVAC system had sustained $2,794.80
worth of damage. At some point, OCIC tenderedworth of damage. At some point, OCIC tendered
payment for thepayment for the ““Actual Cash ValueActual Cash Value”” listed in the awardlisted in the award
Boyd issued, less the policy deductible. After TMMBoyd issued, less the policy deductible. After TMM
notified OCIC that the award had excluded the HVACnotified OCIC that the award had excluded the HVAC
damage, OCIC sent TMM a check for $51,427.43, thedamage, OCIC sent TMM a check for $51,427.43, the
amount of the appraisal award plus the agreedamount of the appraisal award plus the agreed--uponupon
$2,794.80 damage to the HVAC system. Because it took$2,794.80 damage to the HVAC system. Because it took
issue with the appraisal process and award, TMMissue with the appraisal process and award, TMM
refused the moneyrefused the money



 TMM then sued OCIC in state court onTMM then sued OCIC in state court on
August 21, 2009, seeking a declaratoryAugust 21, 2009, seeking a declaratory
judgment pursuant to the Texas Declaratoryjudgment pursuant to the Texas Declaratory
Judgments Act that the appraisal processJudgments Act that the appraisal process
was flawed and that the appraisal awardwas flawed and that the appraisal award
should be set aside. TMM additionallyshould be set aside. TMM additionally
alleged that OCIC had breached the terms ofalleged that OCIC had breached the terms of
the insurance contract by failingthe insurance contract by failing ““to pay anyto pay any
claim loss in a timely manner when liabilityclaim loss in a timely manner when liability
and loss had become reasonably clear.and loss had become reasonably clear.””



 On March 25, 2011, the district court granted partialOn March 25, 2011, the district court granted partial
summary judgment for TMM, finding that the appraisalsummary judgment for TMM, finding that the appraisal
award was invalid and should be set aside. The districtaward was invalid and should be set aside. The district
court agreed with TMM that the appraisal panel hadcourt agreed with TMM that the appraisal panel had
exceeded the scope of its authority, first, because Boydexceeded the scope of its authority, first, because Boyd
was not authorized to exclude the HVAC damage fromwas not authorized to exclude the HVAC damage from
the appraisal award, and second, because Butler andthe appraisal award, and second, because Butler and
Boyd improperly considered causation and coverageBoyd improperly considered causation and coverage
issues when evaluating the damage to certain parts ofissues when evaluating the damage to certain parts of
the property, namely the roof membrane and skylights,the property, namely the roof membrane and skylights,
citingciting Wells v. Am. States Preferred Ins. Co.,Wells v. Am. States Preferred Ins. Co., 919919
S.W.2d 679, 685 (S.W.2d 679, 685 (Tex.AppTex.App..——Dallas 1996, writ denied)Dallas 1996, writ denied)..
The court determined thatThe court determined that ““[[t]het]he case [would] proceedcase [would] proceed
to trial on matters of causation, liability, andto trial on matters of causation, liability, and
damages[,]damages[,]”” becausebecause ““[[i]ti]t would be inappropriate towould be inappropriate to
remand this matter for a new appraisal determination.remand this matter for a new appraisal determination.””



 The district court impaneled an advisory jury,The district court impaneled an advisory jury,
which eventually found that it would costwhich eventually found that it would cost
$654,795.84$654,795.84 ““to repair and replace Libertyto repair and replace Liberty
Square Shopping Center property damaged bySquare Shopping Center property damaged by
the hailstorms of June 6, 2005, November 27,the hailstorms of June 6, 2005, November 27,
2005, and/or May 16, 2006.2005, and/or May 16, 2006.””



 The court concluded that OCIC had breachedThe court concluded that OCIC had breached
the terms of the insurance policy and thatthe terms of the insurance policy and that
TMM was entitled toTMM was entitled to ““the actual cash value ofthe actual cash value of
the damage: $445,261.17,the damage: $445,261.17,”” or sixtyor sixty--eighteight
percent of the replacement cost. The courtpercent of the replacement cost. The court
also awarded TMM attorneyalso awarded TMM attorney’’s fees, courts fees, court
costs, expert fees, and prejudgment interestcosts, expert fees, and prejudgment interest
running from October 6, 2008running from October 6, 2008



 RULES REGARDING APPRAISALS:RULES REGARDING APPRAISALS:

•• ““Because courtsBecause courts ‘‘seek to implementseek to implement
the intention of the parties asthe intention of the parties as
expressed in the language of aexpressed in the language of a
contract,contract,’’ it has long been the rule init has long been the rule in
Texas thatTexas that ‘‘appraisal awards madeappraisal awards made
pursuant to the provisions of anpursuant to the provisions of an
insurance contract are binding andinsurance contract are binding and
enforceable.enforceable.’’ ””



 ““Every reasonable presumption will beEvery reasonable presumption will be
indulged to sustain an appraisal award, andindulged to sustain an appraisal award, and
the burden of proof lies on the party seekingthe burden of proof lies on the party seeking
to avoid the award.to avoid the award.””

 ““An appraisal award will be upheld unless atAn appraisal award will be upheld unless at
least one of three circumstances exists: (1)least one of three circumstances exists: (1)
the award was made without authority; (2)the award was made without authority; (2)
the award was the result of fraud, accident, orthe award was the result of fraud, accident, or
mistake; or (3) the award was not made inmistake; or (3) the award was not made in
substantial compliance with the terms of thesubstantial compliance with the terms of the
contract.contract.””



 ““The effect of an appraisal provision is toThe effect of an appraisal provision is to
estopestop one party from contesting the issue ofone party from contesting the issue of
damages in a suit on the insurance contract,damages in a suit on the insurance contract,
leaving only the question of liability for theleaving only the question of liability for the
court.court.””



 EXCLUSION OF HVAC DAMAGES:EXCLUSION OF HVAC DAMAGES:

 ““The district court was correct in determining that theThe district court was correct in determining that the
umpire had no authority to exclude the HVAC damagesumpire had no authority to exclude the HVAC damages
estimate from the appraisal award. Texas courts haveestimate from the appraisal award. Texas courts have
clearly held that unless there is a discrepancy betweenclearly held that unless there is a discrepancy between
the findings of the two appraisers appointed by thethe findings of the two appraisers appointed by the
parties, there is no duty for the umpire to perform.parties, there is no duty for the umpire to perform. SeeSee
FischFisch,, 356 S.W.2d at 189356 S.W.2d at 189––9090 ((‘‘Since the umpireSince the umpire’’ss
power to act is conditioned upon a disagreementpower to act is conditioned upon a disagreement
between the appraisers and the submission of theirbetween the appraisers and the submission of their
differences only to him, we are of the opinion that thedifferences only to him, we are of the opinion that the
award, which was signed by only one appraiser and theaward, which was signed by only one appraiser and the
umpire who had no authority to act, is invalid.umpire who had no authority to act, is invalid.’’););
Crystal City,Crystal City, 877 S.W.2d at 876877 S.W.2d at 876 ((‘‘[[A]nA]n umpire,umpire,
appointed to decide on matters of difference only, hasappointed to decide on matters of difference only, has
no authority to pass on matters concerning which thereno authority to pass on matters concerning which there
was no difference between the appraisers.was no difference between the appraisers.’’ (quoting(quoting
FischFisch,, 356 S.W.2d at 190)356 S.W.2d at 190)). Here, no party disputes). Here, no party disputes
that Butler and Crites agreed as to how much damagethat Butler and Crites agreed as to how much damage
the HVAC system sustained. Boyd was thus withoutthe HVAC system sustained. Boyd was thus without
authority to strike it from the appraisal award.authority to strike it from the appraisal award.””



 ““However, BoydHowever, Boyd’’s error does not justify, on itss error does not justify, on its
own, throwing out the entire appraisal award.own, throwing out the entire appraisal award.
The district court had no occasion to decideThe district court had no occasion to decide
the issue of what should be done in the eventthe issue of what should be done in the event
the HVAC damages omission constituted thethe HVAC damages omission constituted the
only error on the part of the appraisal panel,only error on the part of the appraisal panel,
because it also found that the appraisalbecause it also found that the appraisal
panelpanel’’s consideration of causation rendereds consideration of causation rendered
the appraisal invalid in its entirety. Becausethe appraisal invalid in its entirety. Because
we find that the award is otherwisewe find that the award is otherwise
unobjectionable,unobjectionable, see infrasee infra Part II.B.Part II.B. 2.,2., wewe
must determine if, given Boydmust determine if, given Boyd’’s error, thes error, the
‘‘validvalid’’ portion of the award should stand.portion of the award should stand.
While Texas courts have never addressed theWhile Texas courts have never addressed the
issue, the related case law suggests thatissue, the related case law suggests that
minor mistakes that do not taint the entireminor mistakes that do not taint the entire
award should not frustrate the partiesaward should not frustrate the parties’’ intentintent
to be bound by the appraisal provision of theirto be bound by the appraisal provision of their
contract.contract.””



 ““But as all parties admitted ..., there is noBut as all parties admitted ..., there is no
precedent that compels setting aside an entireprecedent that compels setting aside an entire
appraisal award based on a finding that oneappraisal award based on a finding that one
part of the award was incomplete or implicitlypart of the award was incomplete or implicitly
determined a coverage issue.determined a coverage issue.”” Id.Id. at 708 n. 6.at 708 n. 6.
Here, there is no contention that Boyd lackedHere, there is no contention that Boyd lacked
authority to speak on the numerous damageauthority to speak on the numerous damage
items that Butler and Crites disagreed about.items that Butler and Crites disagreed about.
We do not believe the omission of the HVACWe do not believe the omission of the HVAC
damage from the award justifies ignoring thedamage from the award justifies ignoring the
intent of the parties to have damages issuesintent of the parties to have damages issues
submitted to and decided by an appraisalsubmitted to and decided by an appraisal
panel.panel. Cf.Cf. State Farm Lloyds v. Johnson,State Farm Lloyds v. Johnson, 290290
S.W.3d 886, 895 (Tex.2009)S.W.3d 886, 895 (Tex.2009) ((““Like any otherLike any other
contractual provision, appraisal clausescontractual provision, appraisal clauses
should be enforced.should be enforced.””). We therefore uphold). We therefore uphold
the remainder of the award.the remainder of the award.””



 ““The appraisal award amountThe appraisal award amount andand the HVACthe HVAC
damage amount were tendered to TMM, but itdamage amount were tendered to TMM, but it
appears TMM never cashed the check. If thisappears TMM never cashed the check. If this
is the case, OCIC is obviously required tois the case, OCIC is obviously required to
furnish that amount to TMM again.furnish that amount to TMM again.””



 CAUSATION ISSUE:CAUSATION ISSUE:

 The district court, in its order setting asideThe district court, in its order setting aside
the appraisal award, concluded that thethe appraisal award, concluded that the
appraisal panel had exceeded its authority inappraisal panel had exceeded its authority in
““attribut[ingattribut[ing] the roof membrane damage to] the roof membrane damage to
improper installation and the skylight damageimproper installation and the skylight damage
to rocks thrown from below.to rocks thrown from below.”” The districtThe district
court relied primarily on a Texas Court ofcourt relied primarily on a Texas Court of
Appeals case,Appeals case, Wells v. American StatesWells v. American States
Preferred Insurance Co.,Preferred Insurance Co., 919 S.W.2d 679919 S.W.2d 679
((Tex.AppTex.App..——Dallas 1996, writ denied)Dallas 1996, writ denied), in, in
coming to that conclusion.coming to that conclusion.



 OCIC argues, however, that the district court did notOCIC argues, however, that the district court did not
take full account of a more recent Texas Supreme Courttake full account of a more recent Texas Supreme Court
case that modifies the scheme established bycase that modifies the scheme established by Wells.Wells.
That case,That case, State Farm Lloyds v. Johnson,State Farm Lloyds v. Johnson, does indeeddoes indeed
provide the controlling law on the issue of the scope ofprovide the controlling law on the issue of the scope of
the appraisal panelthe appraisal panel’’s authority.s authority. 290 S.W.3d 886290 S.W.3d 886
(Tex.2009)(Tex.2009). In. In Johnson,Johnson, the claimant alleged that herthe claimant alleged that her
roof had been damaged in a hailstorm and filed a claimroof had been damaged in a hailstorm and filed a claim
with her insurance company.with her insurance company. Id.Id. at 887.at 887. When theWhen the
insurance company provided a much lower damageinsurance company provided a much lower damage
estimate than her claim requested, the claimantestimate than her claim requested, the claimant
invoked the policyinvoked the policy’’s appraisal provision.s appraisal provision. Id.Id. at 887at 887––88.88.
The insurance company, however, argued thatThe insurance company, however, argued that
appraisal should not be required because the panelappraisal should not be required because the panel
would necessarily have to decide issues of causation,would necessarily have to decide issues of causation,
notnot ““amount of loss.amount of loss.”” Id.Id. at 888.at 888. The claimant thenThe claimant then
filed suit seeking a declaratory judgment compellingfiled suit seeking a declaratory judgment compelling
appraisal.appraisal. Id.Id.



 The Texas Supreme Court began by repeatingThe Texas Supreme Court began by repeating
the rule, established in earlier case law, thatthe rule, established in earlier case law, that
““damagedamage questions [are] for appraisers andquestions [are] for appraisers and
liabilityliability questions [are] for the courts[.]questions [are] for the courts[.]”” Id.Id.
at 889.at 889. It quickly acknowledged, though, thatIt quickly acknowledged, though, that
““[[t]het]he line between liability and damageline between liability and damage
questions may not always be clear [,]questions may not always be clear [,]”” id.id. atat
890,890, and thatand that ““[[c]ausationc]ausation relates to bothrelates to both
liability and damages because it is theliability and damages because it is the
connection between them[,]connection between them[,]”” id.id. at 891at 891––92.92.



 The court discussed bothThe court discussed both WellsWells andand
LundstromLundstrom v. United Services Automobilev. United Services Automobile
AssAss’’nn,, a case somewhat at odds witha case somewhat at odds with Wells,Wells, inin
which the appeals court upheld an appraisalwhich the appeals court upheld an appraisal
award that considered damages from anaward that considered damages from an
““initial wettinginitial wetting”” but not damages from mold.but not damages from mold.
Id.Id. at 892;at 892; seesee LundstromLundstrom,, 192 S.W.3d at 89192 S.W.3d at 89
((““The cases cited inThe cases cited in WellsWells stand for thestand for the
narrower proposition that appraisers exceednarrower proposition that appraisers exceed
their authority when they engage in makingtheir authority when they engage in making
the legal determination of what is or is not athe legal determination of what is or is not a
covered loss based on their determination ofcovered loss based on their determination of
what caused the loss or a portion of it.what caused the loss or a portion of it.””). The). The
JohnsonJohnson court reconciled these cases ascourt reconciled these cases as
follows:follows:



 Appraisers can decide the cost of repairs in [theAppraisers can decide the cost of repairs in [the
context of cases likecontext of cases like WellsWells ], but if they can also decide], but if they can also decide
causation there would be no liability questions left forcausation there would be no liability questions left for
the courts. By contrast, when different types of damagethe courts. By contrast, when different types of damage
occur to different items of property, appraisers mayoccur to different items of property, appraisers may
have to decide the damage caused by each before thehave to decide the damage caused by each before the
courts can decide liability.... In [the context of casescourts can decide liability.... In [the context of cases
likelike LundstromLundstrom ], courts can decide whether water or], courts can decide whether water or
mold damage is covered, but if they can also decide themold damage is covered, but if they can also decide the
amount of damage caused by each, there would be noamount of damage caused by each, there would be no
damage questions left for the appraisers. The same isdamage questions left for the appraisers. The same is
true when the causation question involves separatingtrue when the causation question involves separating
loss due to a covered event from a propertyloss due to a covered event from a property’’s pres pre--
existing condition.... If State Farm is correct thatexisting condition.... If State Farm is correct that
appraisers can never allocate damages betweenappraisers can never allocate damages between
covered and excluded perils [such as wear and tear],covered and excluded perils [such as wear and tear],
then appraisals can never assess hail damage unless athen appraisals can never assess hail damage unless a
roof is brand new.roof is brand new.



 ““The district court appears to have concluded thatThe district court appears to have concluded that
JohnsonJohnson required setting aside the appraisal awardrequired setting aside the appraisal award
becausebecause ““TMM contends the storm damaged theTMM contends the storm damaged the
skylights, but [OCIC] contends rocks caused theskylights, but [OCIC] contends rocks caused the
damage.... TMM contends the storm damaged the roofdamage.... TMM contends the storm damaged the roof
membrane, but [OCIC] contends the roof membranemembrane, but [OCIC] contends the roof membrane
was damaged due to improper installation. The partieswas damaged due to improper installation. The parties
have alleged different causes for the same injuries.have alleged different causes for the same injuries.””
There are two principal problems with this conclusion.There are two principal problems with this conclusion.
First, it is not entirely clear from the record whatFirst, it is not entirely clear from the record what
reasons Butler or Boyd had for excluding certain itemsreasons Butler or Boyd had for excluding certain items
from the award. TMM itself acknowledges that multiplefrom the award. TMM itself acknowledges that multiple
causes of damage, including wear and tear, have beencauses of damage, including wear and tear, have been
alleged. Its summary judgment motion stated,alleged. Its summary judgment motion stated, ““Here,Here,
the moisture levels were allegedly caused by hailthe moisture levels were allegedly caused by hail
storm, wind storm and/or windstorm, improperstorm, wind storm and/or windstorm, improper
installation and deterioration.installation and deterioration.”” If that is the case,If that is the case,
JohnsonJohnson appears to foreclose setting aside theappears to foreclose setting aside the
appraisal awardappraisal award——it was entirely appropriate for theit was entirely appropriate for the
appraisers to consider whether damage was caused byappraisers to consider whether damage was caused by
these prethese pre--existing conditions.existing conditions.””



 ““Second, it appears the district court misapplied theSecond, it appears the district court misapplied the
law even if its statements about the reasons forlaw even if its statements about the reasons for
ButlerButler’’s and Boyds and Boyd’’s exclusions are accurate.s exclusions are accurate. JohnsonJohnson
stated,stated, ““[[W]henW]hen different causes are alleged for adifferent causes are alleged for a
single injury to property, causation is a liabilitysingle injury to property, causation is a liability
question for the courts.... By contrast, when differentquestion for the courts.... By contrast, when different
types of damage occur to different items of property,types of damage occur to different items of property,
appraisers may have to decide the damage caused byappraisers may have to decide the damage caused by
each before the courts can decide liability.each before the courts can decide liability.”” Johnson,Johnson,
290 S.W.3d at 892.290 S.W.3d at 892. Putting aside the question of whyPutting aside the question of why
this distinction should matter, even according to thethis distinction should matter, even according to the
facts as the district court found them, this is a case offacts as the district court found them, this is a case of
the second variety because damage is alleged to havethe second variety because damage is alleged to have
occurred to the roof membraneoccurred to the roof membrane andand the skylights.the skylights.
Additionally, the closeness of the facts inAdditionally, the closeness of the facts in JohnsonJohnson toto
those at barthose at bar——both involved roofs damaged in part byboth involved roofs damaged in part by
hailstormshailstorms——militates in favor of arriving at a holdingmilitates in favor of arriving at a holding
similar to the one arrived at by thesimilar to the one arrived at by the JohnsonJohnson court.court.
Coupled with the requirement that we indulgeCoupled with the requirement that we indulge ““everyevery
reasonable presumption to sustain an appraisalreasonable presumption to sustain an appraisal
award,award,”” JohnsonJohnson appears to compel reversal of theappears to compel reversal of the
district courtdistrict court’’s order setting aside the award in thiss order setting aside the award in this
case.case.””



 ATTORNEYATTORNEY’’S FEES:S FEES:

 ““Because the appraisal award was not invalid, whenBecause the appraisal award was not invalid, when
OCIC tendered the amount articulated in the appraisalOCIC tendered the amount articulated in the appraisal
award plus an amount for the damage to the HVACaward plus an amount for the damage to the HVAC
system, it fulfilled the terms of the insurance contract.system, it fulfilled the terms of the insurance contract.
SeeSee ProbusProbus Props. v. Kirby,Props. v. Kirby, 200 S.W.3d 258, 262200 S.W.3d 258, 262
((Tex.AppTex.App..——Dallas 2006, pet.Dallas 2006, pet. refref’’dd)) (explaining that(explaining that
tendering a checktendering a check ““suspends the obligationsuspends the obligation untiluntil
dishonor of the check or until it is paid or certifieddishonor of the check or until it is paid or certified ””
(emphasis added) (internal quotation marks omitted)).(emphasis added) (internal quotation marks omitted)).
Because TMM thus did not bring aBecause TMM thus did not bring a ““valid claimvalid claim”” forfor
breach of contract, it should not have been awardedbreach of contract, it should not have been awarded
attorneyattorney’’s fees, and we reverse the district courts fees, and we reverse the district court’’ss
determination to that effect.determination to that effect. SeeSee Tex. Civ.Tex. Civ. PracPrac. &. &
Rem.CodeRem.Code Ann.Ann. §§ 38.001(8)38.001(8) (2013)(2013)””


